
Team Structures: 

 

This course will be centered on a general team competition.  Each team of three will 

compete to produce the best game script of the class. The best game script will be 

rewarded with an “A” for the final assignment, exemption from the final exam, and a 

prize.  There may be secondary and tertiary rewards, depending on class size and script 

quality.     

 

Every team member will be responsible for writing.  Individual grades will be calculated 

from individual assignments, team assignment grades, peer evaluation and quizzes.   

 

Teams may be organized any way you choose.  However, it would be to the team’s 

benefit to organize as follows:  

 

Team Producer:  

The producer will be responsible for all administration, leadership, and organization 

within the team. It is the Producer’s job to make sure that each team member is doing 

what is required of them and that the team stay on target.  If the team fails to meet 

deadlines, loses focus, or performs poorly it is the Team Producer’s responsibility to 

diagnose and solve the problem.  Good team producers understand how to listen to their 

team members and encourage success within the team.   

 

Lead Writer / Editor: 

This person is responsible for managing the team’s writing. This person is good at 

writing mechanics and knows how to clean up the writing of others. The lead writer is 

likely to be the voice of the team, articulating the team’s ideas in the best way possible. If 

the team’s documents are hurt by writing errors or fail to excite the reader, it is likely the 

fault of the Lead Writer/ Editor. 

 

Concept Artist / Designer: 

This person is responsible for creative concept direction and design. This person’s 

strengths are in creating new ideas.  This person may be a good visual artist or simply 

someone who has many new ideas that would help the general game design. If the game 

ideas and design are uninteresting, overly complicated, or simply are not fun, the Concept 

Artist/Designer is likely to blame.  

 

The team as a Company: 

 

The team is your game company for the remainder of the quarter.   Each team should 

create a team identity. This identity should be some simple logo and a name by which 

you will be identified. The company is responsible for the each team member’s 

performance.  If a team member does not complete their work, the company is still 

responsible for meeting requirements. 

 

Please keep in mind that some of the best companies in the world have been formed in 

colleges.   Treat this team seriously, and you may be very happy with the result. 


